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WILL THE GIANTS RUSH TO A NEW WALL ON THE WATERFRONT?

In June, on the heels of voters’ rejection of luxury
waterfront condos at 8 Washington St., San Francisco
overwhelmingly approved Proposition B, which gave
voters the right to approve increases in building heights
on public waterfront land.
Five months later, 70 percent of voters approved a
doubling of heights at Pier 70 — proving that
neighborhood engagement, coupled with a wellconceived, publicly vetted plan, could achieve broad
electoral support from San Franciscans suspicious of
waterfront development.
Unfortunately, the Giants’ property development team
may be ignoring the lessons of Pier 70. The Giants have
been noticeably silent about their development plans
for Seawall Lot 337, the publicly owned waterfront land
south of AT&T Park now used for parking.
Press inquiries about the Mission Rock development
project have been rebuffed, and there has been little
outreach to nearby neighborhoods that have worked
closely with the Port of San Francisco, The City and
private developers on waterfront issues in past years.
When we finally got a chance to meet with the Giants
last week, it became clear that the neighborhoods most
affected, for better or worse, by the Mission Rock
development will not have any real chance to weigh in
on the project before the Giants decide whether to
submit a proposed high-rise waterfront development for
voter approval on this November’s ballot.
While we celebrate the on-field exploits of our local
team, this lack of community engagement by the Giants’
front office is concerning because the Mission Rock
proposal would build a far taller wall on the waterfront
than either 8 Washington or the abandoned Warriors
development on the piers. The draft Mission Rock plan
includes:
Eleven buildings in total on publicly owned waterfront
land, all of them as tall or taller than the 90 feet voters
approved for Pier 70 last November; Five high-rises of at
least 190 feet, taller than the buildings of Mission Bay

(160 feet), and what was proposed at 8 Washington
(136 feet) and by the Warriors on Piers 30-32 (125 feet);
and three towers of at least 240 feet (or more than
twice the height of the ballpark).
All of this development is proposed for a site zoned for
14 acres of badly needed public parkland. The Giants
want to reduce the amount of publicly accessible open
space to 5 acres, something a majority of voters in a
recent poll said they would oppose.
The lesson of Pier 70’s approval in November shows the
right way for developers to respond to Prop. B and earn
voters’ trust. Forest City worked closely with the
community surrounding Pier 70, testing different
concepts and making adjustments to its plans based on
neighborhood response.
It cut the height of its original plans by more than half
and reduced the overall scale of the project, perhaps
leaving some private profits on the table in exchange for
a more livable neighborhood in the decades to come.
As a result, the Potrero Boosters Neighborhood
Association and other neighborhood groups led the way
to a citywide consensus vote that supported an increase
to the building heights on the waterfront at Pier 70.
So we have to ask: Why are the Giants considering a
rush to the ballot in less than seven months instead of
taking the time over the next year to work with the
community to get this right? There are two elections
scheduled next year: one in June and another in
November. Going to the ballot at either time would give
the Giants the opportunity to seek voter approval for a
revised plan that works for the developers and the
community.
The Giants should know that engaging with the
community is to their benefit. Before voters approved
the ballpark at China Basin, the Giants first rushed to the
ballot with an ill-conceived stadium initiative that voters
soundly rejected. By opening up and working with their
neighbors, the Giants put together a carefully revised
plan that earned broad (continued on next page)
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support, and that built a stadium considered by many to
be the jewel of Major League Baseball.
San Francisco voters have repeatedly supported their
neighbors on issues of private waterfront development
on public land, whether to block it (as with 8
Washington) or to allow it (as with Pier 70).
The latter case shows how developers can avoid a
contentious fight by engaging neighborhood
stakeholders and actually addressing their concerns. We
urge the Giants to have the patience to work with their
neighbors and the broader community to ensure that
Mission Rock achieves the same standard of excellence
as we have come to expect of the Giants on the playing
field.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
I want to thank everyone who attended the June 16th
General Assembly meeting.
Former Mayor Art Agnos told some great jokes about
staying out too late and then spoke seriously about the,
“MISSION ROCK AFFORDABLE HOUSING, PARKS, JOBS,
AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION INITIATIVE” -- the Giant’s
parking lot mixed-retail project.
Former Mayor Agnos then swore in the new CSFN Board.
The new Board and General Assembly then recessed for
ten minutes and had a piece of wonderful, home-made
carrot cake which was baked by Kathleen Courtney.
On June 17th, I spoke at a press conference located at
Rincon Park against the spot zoning/height variances
being given to the 75 Howard Street and 160 Folsom
Street. Each building will be increased in height and
contrary to the intent of Proposition K, will place Rincon
Park in shadows. Many thanks to David Osgood for
helping to schedule this press conference.
On June 24th, I read CSFN’s DTX resolution at a press
conference located on the front steps of City
Hall. Our DTX resolution was passed out to the crowd
and attending media. CSFN must continue to urge the
city to extend Caltrain to the Transbay Transit Center.
The highlight of my transition has been our work on the
Newsletter, Rose Hillson did a great job on the first
newsletter and has agreed to continue. She may need
someone to handle some parts occasionally when her
schedule gets tight – any volunteers? This is the first
time in years that the newsletter has been sent out on
time. Unfortunately, we are having to develop our own
mailing lists.
I am still looking for a parliamentarian---any suggestions
would be helpful.
Many appreciated the packets and program that
Marlayne Morgan prepared. Sign-up sheets will be
brought back to the July 21 GA for additional Committee
sign ups.
For the first time in years, CSFN members will see a
monthly Treasurer’s Report (financial transparency).
We need more people to join committees. Every
member group should have someone on a committee.
Ballot changes that you should know about:
-The SF Flower Mart initiative has been pulled off of the
November ballot.
-The short term rental initiative has submitted signatures
and looks like it will be placed on the ballot.
-Breaking silence after 13 years and fixing a botched job
rewriting SF lobby laws in 2010, the Ethics Commission
voted unanimously to directly put on the ballot a
measure requiring public disclosure of money spent to
encourage voters to lobby City Hall on behalf of
administrative or legislative decisions.
-The Port of San Francisco is doing an update of its
master plan. They will recruit 28 people to be on their
committee. The deadline to apply is July 17th. If you are
interested please go to www.sfport.com

~Submitted by J.R. Eppler (Pres., PBNA) & Tony
Kelly (Development Committee Chair, PBNA)

Former Mayor Art Agnos swears in new Board

L-R: Greg Scott (Treasurer), Penelope Clark (Member-AtLarge), Marlayne Morgan (1st VP), Glen Rogers (Recording
Secretary)

L-R: Rogers, Former Mayor Agnos, George Wooding
(President), Morgan

~ George Wooding
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JUNE 24, 2015 EXCOM DRAFT MINUTES:
Chair Marlayne Morgan called the meeting to order at 5:45
pm on June 24 at Northern Station. Wooding, Morgan, Hillson,
Rogers, Clark and Lucas were present. Members Graham, Head
and Scott were excused. Delegates Bardis, Berkowitz, Girardot,
Pilpel and Webber.

1. Quorum established.
2. Officer's Reports
President: No written report.
1st VP: Committee sign-up sheets to be brought back to next
meeting.
2nd VP: No report
Corresponding Secretary: No written report.
Treasurer's Report: No written report.
Recording Secretary: Acting Recording Secretary, Penny Clark,
presented the GA minutes of June 16, 2015 for review by the
ExCom.
3. The July 21, 2015 GA agenda was approved.
Program for July GA
First Choice: Mission Rock Development
Second Choice: Mayor's Bond Initiative
4. Unfinished Business
A. Recommend the GA table the resolution on the Citizen
Access Initiative process because the motion is moot.
ExCom)
B. Recommend the GA table the resolution on AB61
because the bill is on hold. (ExCom)
C. Resolution on Segway (CVIA). (reso in Jul newsletter)
D. Newsletter Editor: Rose Hillson volunteered to serve as
the CSFN newsletter editor. President Wooding appointed
her to the position. The ExCom voted unanimously to confirm
her. Hillson moved to withdraw the resolution if we can't find
a volunteer to do the newsletter, the ExCom recommends the
GA approve a stipend of $200 a month for a person to do the
newsletter until we can find a volunteer. (ExCom) Motion
Passed (6-0-0)
5. New Business
A. Resolution to correct any errors in the Minutes of the
May 19, 2015 meeting of the GA. (Motion from the June GA).
The ExCom did not consider the motion because Delegates
Devincenzi and Berkowitz did not submit written corrections.
B. Resolution to review and update information on file
regarding all present CSFN member organizations.
Wooding (MTIA). No action taken.
C. Request for copy of Temporary Delegate letter from
Delegate Devincenzi. Morgan made a motion to establish a
procedure for requesting copies of records. Any request for
copies of official records of the Coalition must be made in
writing to the Chair of the Executive Committee for the
Committee to consider and act upon the request. Motion
Passed (6-0-0).
D. Lucas made a motion to have the Treasurer provide the
GA a Treasurer's Report - beginning balance, ending balance,
revenue and expenses, listing all old and current bills. Motion
Passed (6-0-0).
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E. Lucas made a motion to have the President write letters
to former President Berkowitz and former Treasurer Millet:
requesting responses to the reason the bills were not paid,
why checks were not deposited, provide a list of sponsors,
provide bills from last year's dinner, and give any other
documentation in their possession to the ExCom.
Motion Passed (5-0-1).
The meeting was adjourned at 9:17 pm.

~Marlayne Morgan (CHNA) Chair

PROGRAM

SF GIANTS MISSION ROCK DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL FOR SEAWALL LOT 337
OVERVIEW OF POTENTIAL NOV 2015
BALLOT INITIATIVES
* * * * * COMMITTEE SIGN-UPS THUS FAR * * * * *
BYLAWS:

Bardis, Berkowitz, Girardot, Al & Mary
Harris, Hillson, Lucas, Pilpel, Rogers,
Wooding
DINNER:
Girardot, Lentz, Morgan, Pasquariello,
Pilpel, Rogers, Wooding
G&E:
Bardis, Berkowitz, Clark, Doyle,
Girardot, Al and Mary Harris, Head,
Hillson, Howard, Webber, Wooding,
Zvanski
LU&H:
Bardis, Berkowitz, Fukuda, Hillson,
Lucas, Wooding
MEDIA:
Berkowitz
OPEN SPACE: Berkowitz, Howard, Wuerful
TRANSP’N: Berkowitz, Eliza, Fukuda, Hillson,
Morgan, Pilpel, Rogers, Webber,
Wooding

JUNE 16, 2015 GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING DRAFT
MINUTES:
1. Call to Order. President George Wooding brought the June
16 meeting to order at 7:00PM in the Northern Police Station
Community Room.
a. Quorum declared. 26 delegates and alternates
represented 23 CSFN member organizations. 7 guests signed
in.
b. Agenda approved.
c. Delegates and guests introduced themselves.
d. Hosts: Mary Harris of Ocean, Merced, Ingleside
Neighbors in Action (OMI-NIA) and J.R. Eppler of Potrero
3
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Boosters Neighborhood Ass’n (PBNA) were presenters for
their organizations.
2. Annual Installation of CSFN Officers. Former Mayor Art
Agnos presided at a ceremonial swearing in of the new
officers of CSFN. Participating officers were President George
Wooding, 1st VP Marlayne Morgan, Corresponding Secretary
Glenn Rogers, Treasurer Greg Scott, and Members-at-Large
Penelope Clark and Lorraine Lucas.
3. Minutes. Minutes of the May General Assembly were
voted (17-2-0) to be sent back to the Excom and Recording
Secretary Charles Head for correction after a motion made by
Lorraine Lucas was passed in a voice vote. Judy Berkowitz
(EMIA) and Kathy Devincenzi (LHIA), who had offered
extensive corrections, agreed to submit their corrections in
writing for this purpose.
4. Officers‘ Reports.
a. President Wooding (MTHA) thanked Judy
Berkowitz (EMIA) for her nine years of service to CSFN as its
president. A brief break in the meeting was taken for a
celebratory cake brought by Kathleen Courtney.
b. 1st VP Morgan (CHNA) previewed the evening’s
program of committee signups and suggestions for
improvements for the organization.
c. Treasurer Scott (PHRA) reported that he has or is
in the process of filing for the many documents required by
both the IRS and the State of CA to put CSFN in good standing
with these entities. He noted that he has been given power of
attorney in tax matters by the organization, and that he is also
preparing a preliminary budget for CSFN Several members of
the GA made (continued on next page)
suggestions regarding the filing processes.
5. Committee Reports.
a. Government & Elections. As Chairman Charles
Head was absent, Al Harris (OMI-NIA) said that a report would
be made at the July GA.
6. Unfinished Business.
a. Land Use & Housing. Marlayne Morgan presented
the resolution on the 1481 Post Street project (June
newsletter p.5): Resolved that the CSFN formally opposes the
development proposed at 1481 Post Street and urges the
Commission to support Alternative D, the Reduced Tower
Footprint and Height Alternative. The GA
passed the resolution 20-0-1.
b. Transportation. Nick Pasquariello (LHNA)
presented the resolution on the 33 Ashbury-18th St. bus line
(June newsletter p. 6). “Be it resolved, as a matter of public
safety and convenience...CSFN urges the SF MTA to
immediately publicly announce and guarantee restoration of
the 33 Ashbury-18th bus route to San Francisco General
Hospital for at least the next five years until 2020.” The GA
passed the resolution 18-0-1.
7. New Business.
a. Judy Berkowitz noted that there were errors in
the Excom Report regarding paying someone $200.00 to do
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the newsletter if there were no volunteers, though after a
discussion, it was agreed that the Excom made it as a
recommendation only. It was also noted that Claire Zvanski
did not officially resign as parliamentarian, though she
indicated that she did not wish to continue in that position.
Ms. Zvanski also brought up the availability of having a
“Correspondence File” at GA meetings. VP Morgan said that
Recording Secretary Rogers would have one available at the
next GA meeting.
b. Resolution to review and update information on
file regarding all present CSFN member organizations.
Wooding (MTIA). No action taken.
c. Karen Crommie (CVIA) introduced a new
resolution to prohibit Segway Scooters from pedestrian paths
in
Golden Gate Park. A written copy was given to
delegates at the meeting. A copy of the resolution will also be
available in the July newsletter.
8. Program.
Conducted by 1st VP Morgan, large signup sheets for CSFN
committees were posted on the walls and delegates and
alternates were invited to sign up for committees as well as
submit suggestions for making the committees more
effective.
8. Adjournment. The meeting was adjourned at 9:17PM.
~Penelope Clark (RHIA), acting Recording Secretary
LAND USE AND HOUSING COMMITTEE REPORT:
The Regular Meeting of the CSFN Land Use & Housing Committee
was convened by Hiroshi Fukuda on Monday, June 8, 2015 at
5:45 P.M. in the Community Room at the Northern Police Station
at Turk and Fillmore Streets.
The committee considered the following items:
1. Earthquake shack demolition at 369 Valley Street. (Adrian
Hoffman). Removed from agenda because the Planning
Department provided a historic designation for 369 Valley
Street.
2. Airbnb (Doug Engmann) update on BOS proposal and ballot
measure. Significant differences between Farrell/Lee
proposal and Campos proposal.
* Number days: Campos: 60 days. Farrell: 120day.
* Hosting platform to provide name of host and days
unit/rooms rented (quarterly) Campos: yes; Farrell: no.
* Right to sue: Campos includes neighbors within 100
ft.; Farrell limited to owners & non-profits. Supporters of
short-term rental regulations are also gathering signatures
to place an initiative on the November ballot that would
limit Airbnb rentals to 75 nights per year, require quarterly
reporting of data to The City, and allow only units registered
with The City to host guests and private right of action to
sue. See one STR (“short-term rental”) ballot initiative
language (P.6).
Suggested any resolution on STRs will come from the floor at
GA.
3. Mission Moratorium on Market rate housing (Affordable
Housing, gentrification. On June 2nd, 7 out of 11 Supervisors
voted YES. Because of a state law on this matter, there was a
4
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needed for a super majority of 9 to win. The four votes
against the people were by Weiner, Farrell, Christensen, and
Tang.
Over 100 other organizations in City are supporting the
Moratorium. A CSFN member organization must sponsor
resolution for CSFN consideration.
Moratoriums can be enacted. In 1988, CSFN, led by the
Inner Sunset Action Coalition and Richmond Community,
persuaded the Planning Commission, BOS, and the Mayor to
pass the Richmond/Sunset Interim Controls, which was a 5month Demolition Moratorium in the Richmond and Sunset
Districts. It eventually led to demolition control legislation,
the Residential Conservation Controls, to prevent and
discourage demolitions.
4.

5.

75 Howard and 160 Folsom update (David Osgood)
75 Howard will be at the Planning Commission JULY 23 for
EIR approval. EIR is inadequate. Dates not set for 160
Folsom.
PORT OF SAN FRANCISCO’S WATERFRONT LAND USE PLAN
(M. PAEZ: (415) 705-8967)– Presentation by San Francisco
Port Authority on the Update to the Waterfront Land Use
Plan, which sets land use policies for the Port’s 7½ mile
waterfront, from Aquatic Park to India Basin. The
presentation will review changes and Port accomplishments
guided by the Waterfront Plan to date, and the land use,
preservation, and financial challenges ahead. Many of the
Port’s maritime properties are within two historic districts
listed in the National Register of Historic Places and/or
designated as City landmarks. The Waterfront Plan update
will include public discussions about how these significant
but aging facilities should be managed and improved, and
(continued on next page)
the resources necessary to support those efforts.
The Port is soliciting submittals from interested
members of the public to serve on a Waterfront Plan
Working Group and Advisory Teams, to conduct the
public process. Submittals can be accessed online,
www.sfport.com/wlup , and are DUE BY JULY 17,
2015. The 1997 Waterfront Land Use Plan can be
accessed online,
http://www.sfport.com/index.aspx?page=199
Preliminary Recommendation: Review and Comment

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE REPORT:
1. Update on the 33 Line and the other Mission transit plans.
Joseph Smooke, David Campos’ temporary legislative aide,
stated that nothing will happen for a couple of years. Not
that this solves the problem, but that is what he claimed
when asked about the 33 Line and the situation around
Potrero.
2. Update on Chestnut Street. Patricia Vaughey and the Cow
Hollow and Marina neighbors and merchants, worked with
Supervisor Farrell to stop the destruction of Chestnut Street.
3. There is renewed interest in fighting the traffic battle in
Districts 3 and 5. There is also renewed hope that a new
Supervisor may help the cause.
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4.

Setting priorities – We should set some new goals now that
we have had some time to lick our wounds from Prop “L”
and we have a larger following of people who are upset over
the SFMTA.
5. A lot was learned working with another group of activists
about how to move swiftly on a tight deadline to set up a
functional online system, websites, and online editing
programs were created, and media coverage was generated.
Had public outreach through social media and managed to
turn out a lot of people at a number of actions. Public and
private online messaging systems were also set up.
6. Updates on some relevant state laws are here:
https://discoveryink.wordpress.com/california-bills/
Two of special interest are:
AB 1287 - Assembly member Chiu, Parking Violations:
Cameras - to continue permanently the city’s use of cameras
aboard Muni vehicles to issue citations for vehicles stopping
or parking in transit-only lanes. These are not just parking
violations. These are moving violations. Read the details of
the bill. FAILED.
AB 61 – Assembly Member Travis Allen, Shuttle services:
loading and unloading of passengers. A bill that many in San
Francisco citizens oppose. ON HOLD.
7. Member Comments  See ARTICLE by Glenn Rogers
(PMAC), Pp. 5-6.
Adjourned at 7:15 PM.
The next Regular meetings of the LU&H Committee and the
Transportation Committee will be held on MONDAY, JULY 27,
2015 at 5:30PM in the Community Room of the Northern Police
Station located at Turk and Fillmore.
~ Hiroshi Fukuda, Chair LU&HC (RCA)
~ Mari Eliza, Chair Transportation (EMIA)

GOVERNMENT & ELECTIONS COMMITTEE:
The G&E committee met on June 11 but did not get all the info
on Mission Rock it felt it needed. It will meet again on Thursday,
July 9 at Taraval Station at 5:30PM to finish Mission Rock and to
hear a debate on Surplus Public Property. It will also meet at
Northern station on Friday, July 17 at 5:30PM to hear about Air
BNB and a bond issue.
~ Charles Head, Chair, G&E Committee
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Transportation Committee Comment -- ARTICLE:
MUNI Service Improving?
The City believes mass transit needs improving. Does anyone see
an improvement of the “on time” performance of MUNI today
from yesterday? With construction going on at a record pace and
traffic often blocked with utility improvements, not to mention
additional laborers, traffic is worse. One solution for better Muni
performance has been to limit or restrict service, creating
hardships for the elderly, the disabled and the
handicapped. Even eliminating bus stops to hospitals is
considered an improvement in service. However, with an outcry
from the public, the 33 bus will postpone canceling its service to
San Francisco General Hospital until 2020, then review this policy
again. No doubt, there will be fewer elderly activists present
5
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then to stop this bad idea. Usually, seniors and those with
disabilities move to locations where mass transit provides
services to health care. Now, these same citizens will need to
move again.
The Private Taxi Congestion:
Uber, Sidecar and Lyft claim to remove congestion in San
Francisco, reducing the need for individuals to travel
downtown. Well, with 16,000 to 11,000 vehicles working for
Uber alone on a daily basis, they are adding to traffic congestion,
not solving it. In addition, Uber wishes to add an additional 120
vehicles to improve their service. Uber is the largest of these
private taxi services but Sidecar and Lyft also contribute to
congestion. SFMTA controls the 1,812 taxis operating in San
Francisco today, not allowing more taxis to cause gridlock. Uber
has no such control over its service providers(1).
Private Buses a Boom or Bust to Neighborhoods:
Assembly Bill 61, which would make permanent the “Commuter
Shuttle Pilot Program” whereby private buses would use Muni
bus stops, is presently on hold. Private buses for employees of
Google, Apple and Salesforce are prime examples of those that
would benefit from this bill. At first glance, this pilot program
that was to last 18 months, would seem to benefit the public
with less commuters on the road; however, let’s look at this
further. Studies have shown that renters who live beside private
bus stops are finding their rents increase, allowing well paid tech
workers to replace existing tenants. Those that own property,
whether it be residential or business real estate, are finding their
property value increasing by $100,000. Therefore, their property
taxes are rising. If small businesses move, the diversity provided
by “Mom and Pop” stores will diminish, as larger chain stores
replace less profitable businesses. The elderly on fixed incomes,
can also be forced to move, if property taxes become too high.
A Fair Tax for Private Buses:
Considering the drastic changes that are occurring in our
neighborhoods because of the “Commuter Shuttle Pilot
Program,” minimal fees of $1 or $3.55 and this July of $3.67 for
each visit of a private bus to a public bus stop, do not pay for the
true cost of access. Should this program continue -- and there
are many reasons why it shouldn’t – a daily flat fee of $1,000 per
stop for access could provide funds for improving MUNI’s
maintenance or the purchase of more vehicles to our existing
fleet. Then too, any worthwhile City necessity, i.e. affordable or
middle class housing subsidies could benefit from this tax. The
City is missing an opportunity to tax wealthy corporations
fairly. We ask the City to look again at their mass transit policy,
please.
(1)http://archives.sfexaminer.com/sanfrancisco/uber-releases-driver-datafor-first-time-and-its-not-pretty-for-taxi-industry/Content?oid=2917635

Submitted by: Glenn Rogers (PMAC), PLA; Landscape Architect;
License 3223; 415 333 9317; alderlandscape@comcast.net
Web Site: alderlandscapearchitecture.com
--------------One STR Ballot initiative:
SHORT-TERM RESIDENTIAL RENTALS
[Department of Elections file no. 15-_02A_]
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San Francisco limits short-term rentals of residential units. A
rental is “short-term” if the term is less than 30 days. The
purpose of these limits is to prohibit converting rental units from
residential use to tourist use, and help preserve the availability of
housing in San Francisco.
These limits, set forth in San Francisco’s short-term residential
rental law, include requirements in effect as of May 21, 2015
that:
 Only “permanent residents” may offer a residential unit
for short-term rent. A “permanent resident” is someone
who has occupied the unit for at least 60 consecutive
days. Before offering a unit for short-term rental,
permanent residents must register the unit with the
City’s Planning Department.
 A permanent resident may not rent a residential unit on
a short-term basis for more than 90 days per year if the
resident does not live there during the rental period
(“unhosted rentals”). There is no limit on the number of
days per year for short-term rentals if the resident lives
in the unit during the rental period (“hosted rentals”).
 “Hosting platforms,” which are individuals or businesses
that provide a means for a person to advertise their
residential unit for short-term rental, must notify users
of the City’s regulations on short-term rentals.
The City’s law allows “interested parties” to sue violators.
“Interested parties” include residents of the building where the
residential unit is located, the owner of the unit, and any housing
nonprofit organization. But interested parties cannot sue hosting
platforms for violating the City’s law. The City may sue any
violator.
Under the City’s law, it is a misdemeanor for an owner or tenant
to unlawfully rent a unit as a short-term rental.
The San Francisco Board of Supervisors is considering various
amendments to the City’s law to change these requirements and
enforcement provisions.
This measure would limit allowed short-term rentals of a unit to
75 days per year, regardless of whether the rental is hosted or
unhosted. Hosting platforms would have to stop listing a unit for
short-term rental once that unit has been rented on a short-term
basis for more than 75 days in a calendar year.
This measure would require that Planning Department
applications for inclusion in the short-term rental registry contain
proof that the unit’s owner authorizes using the unit as a shortterm rental. After including a unit on the registry, the Planning
Department would be required to post a notice on the site of the
unit stating that it has been approved for use as a short-term
rental. The Department would also be required to mail that
notice to the owners and neighbors of the unit.
This measure would prohibit short-term rental of in-law units.
This measure would expand the definition of “interested parties”
who can sue to enforce the City’s law to include people living
within 100 feet of the unit. It would also allow interested parties
to sue hosting platforms for violations.
This measure would make it a misdemeanor for a housing
platform to unlawfully list a unit as a short-term rental.
*************************************
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DO YOU HAVE A SAY IN WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO YOUR
PARK OVER THE NEXT FIVE YEARS?
Did you know that the SF Department of Recreation and Park
(RPD) has finalized its 5-year Strategic Plan for all its facilities - all
of its recreation programs, all of its parks, and all of its
clubhouses? We are going to take a wild guess that you did not.
However, RPD enlisted powerful people and well-connected
organizations months ago to set the direction of the Strategic
Plan while ignoring not only the majority of the public but also
the City Charter.
The true "highly qualified stakeholders" for your park are ….
When we learned of the Strategic Plan a few months ago, we
were curious about the public process involved. We Sunshined a
Rec and Park Report. This report listed the ‘external
contributors’ (non-staff) interviewed as of December 2014.
The report stated, “The following relevant, interested and highly
qualified stakeholders were interviewed . . . . Their valuable
input and ideas helped to shape the Draft Plan.”
Who was in?
Who are these 22 “highly qualified stakeholders” whom RPD
anointed to shape the policy for your park?
 The SF Chamber of Commerce;
 SPUR;
 The billionaire-funded City Fields Foundation, source of
funding for RPD artificial turf fields and political muscle
for RPD projects;
 The dot-com Zynga Foundation;
 Five insiders from City Departments and City
Commissions;
 One Supervisor (Supervisor Wiener);
 Two people from neighborhood parks groups (both in
Supervisor Wiener’s district);
 Ten members of non-profits closely aligned with RPD.
Who was out?
Who was left out of the formative process for the Strategic Plan?
 Left out was the Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods.
 Left out were the over 200 organizations listed on the
Planning Department’s website.
 Left out was the general public.
Apparently, RPD did not feel that there were any “highly qualified
stakeholders” in the either the neighborhoods or among the
general public.
But wait - there’s more . . . .
The SF City Charter states: “Prior to the adoption of each fiveyear plan, the Department shall conduct at least five hearings in
locations distributed geographically throughout the City to
receive and to consider the public’s comments upon the
plan. . . .”
RPD has not met this requirement. RPD held all of the public
hearings on the Strategic Plan at City Hall in May and June, 2015.
We brought up the Charter requirements at the June 2nd, 2015
Parks, Recreation and Open Space Advisory Committee meeting.
RPD claimed that two public RPD budget hearings included the
Strategic Plan.
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RPD invited the public to two neighborhood budget meetings in a
colorful PR email in February. The main event was clearly the
budget. A short note, tacked on the very bottom says, "Also, get
a sneak peek at our Department's new Strategic Plan! Find out
what our staff is doing behind the scenes to help guide the
department over the next several years." This note is not an
invitation to take part in a robust discussion. Rather, the staff is
making the decisions, and the staff will let the public know what
the staff has decided.
What is missing?
The Charter requires "...five hearings in locations distributed
geographically throughout the City ..."
This has not happened.
The Charter requires the five geographically distributed hearings
". . . receive and to consider the public’s comments upon the
plan ..."
This has not happened.
The final public hearing was at the Rec and Park Commission on
June 18th, 2015 (again, at City Hall.) Despite knowing about the
Charter requirements, the Commission failed to protect the
public interest, ignored the Charter and voted unanimously to
approve the 5 year Strategic Plan.
Why the Recreation and Park Commission ignores the public
The City Charter gives the public little influence on RPD decisionmaking. The Mayor appoints all seven members of the Rec and
Park Commission as well as the General Manager. The public has
no voice in this inbred selection process. As a result, the Rec and
Park Commission rarely challenges Department priorities and is
known for its uniformly unanimous votes in support of the
Department.
Other City commissions promote a livelier process; for example,
both the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors appoint the
Planning Commissioners. Attend any Planning Commission
hearing and you will hear a lively debate and, more often than
not, a split vote.
How can San Franciscans become stakeholders in their parks?
Donors and political operatives have taken over much of our City,
but they must not shape what happens to our recreation
programs, our clubhouses, and our parks.
We need structural change to assure that the public has a say in
what happens to their parks. The public should advocate for a
Charter Amendment to revise the outmoded selection process
for the Recreation and Park Commission. Let's make the
Commissioners accountable to the people - not to the
entrenched power structure. Other cities do this, using split
appointments, direct elections or other methods. It is time for
San Francisco to enter the new world of diverse and informed
public input in decision-making for its parks.
Only by making this change can we ensure that both the
Department and the Commissioners will uphold their charter
responsibilities and protect our parks.
~ Submitted by Katherine Howard and Nancy Wuerfel,
SPEAK and CSFN Open Space Committee

Let’s look at this claim more closely.
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JULY 21, 2015 CSFN GENERAL ASSEMBLY AGENDA
I. Sign In and Refreshments
II. Call to Order/ Ascertain Quorum
A. Introduction of Delegates and Guests /
Short Announcements
B. Host(s)
1 Rincon Point Neighbors Association RPNA)
2. Russian Hill Neighbors (RHN)
III. Program
A. San Francisco Giants Mission Rock Development
Proposal for Seawall Lot 337 (possible November
2015 ballot measure)
B. Overview of other possible November 2015
ballot measures
IV. Officers’ Reports
A. President
B. Vice Presidents
C. Secretaries
D. Treasurer
V. Committee Action Items—written reports in
Newsletter
A. Executive
Approval of CSFN bills to be paid
B. Bylaws
C. Dinner
D. Government & Elections
E. Land Use & Housing
F. Media Relations
G. Open Space
H. Transportation
I. Water Task Force
VI. Approval of June 16, 2015 General Assembly
minutes
Approval of May 19, 2015 General Assembly
minutes
VII. Unfinished Business
A. Recommend the GA table the resolution on the
Citizen Access Initiative process because the
motion is moot. (ExCom)
B. Recommend the GA table the resolution on AB61
because the bill is on hold. (ExCom) (May NL p.9)
C. Resolution on Segway (CVIA) (P.8)
VIII. New Business
IX. Adjournment
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Whereas, motorized vehicles are by law prohibited from running
on sidewalks and paths and are confined to the street, the
present contract permits the Segway convoys to travel
throughout Golden Gate Park using its pedestrian walkways—
even where bicycles are prohibited,
Whereas, many drivers of Segways are doing so for the first time
and take only brief instruction on the operation of the heavy
motorized vehicle, they can easily knock over a pedestrian,
especially a child, standing in their way,
Whereas, although we understand that Rec and Park receives
high compensation for granting this privilege to SFETC, we
believe that, for slightly less money, a new contract could be
amended to exclude the use of pedestrian paths,
Therefore be it resolved, the Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods urges the Recreation and Parks Department in
negotiations to renew SFETC’s contract, to prohibit the company
from using pedestrian walkways for their Segway tours and limit
them to the streets, along with other motorized vehicles.
Introduced to CSFN GA on June 16, 2015 by Karen Crommie
(CVIA) kcrommie@comcast.net
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
BENEFACTORS
David Winthrop Allen Family Trust
FX Crowley Company
Recology
San Francisco Police Officers’ Assn
San Francisco Assn of Realtors
Sutro Tower, Inc.
PATRONS
Bernie Choden & Lois Scott
Cathedral Hill Neighborhood Assn – CHNA
Cole Valley Improvement Assn – CVIA
Denise LaPointe
Dick Millet
Ground Floor Public Affairs | Alex Tourk
Midtown Terrace Homeowners Assn – MTHA
Pacific Heights Residents Assn – PHRA
Retired Firemen & Widows Assn
San Francisco Fire Fighters Local 798
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission
Sharebetter Coalition
SPONSORS
Barbary Coast Neighborhood Assn – BCNA
East Mission Improvement Assn – EMIA
Forest Knolls Neighborhood Org – FKNO
Miraloma Park Improvement Club – MPIC
OMI Neighbors in Action – OMI-NIA
Richmond Community Assn – RCA
Sunset Heights Assn of Responsible People – SHARP
Sunset Parkside Education & Action Cmte – SPEAK
Telegraph Hill Dwellers – THD
University Terrace Assn – UTA
Hon. Mayor Art Agnos
Danita Kulp, RE Broker
John Bardis
Hon. Loretta Lynch
Judith Berkowitz
Hon. Kathrin Moore
Penny Clark
Hon. Aaron Peskin
Sheryl Connell
Jim Stearns
John Farrell
Paul Webber
Jon Golinger
Steve Williams, Attorney

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RESOLUTION to Prohibit Segway Scooters from Pedestrian
Paths in Golden Gate Park
Whereas, the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department
has a five-year contract with the San Francisco Electric Tour
Company (SFETC) granting them permission to operate Segway
tours within Golden Gate Park,
Whereas, the current contract between Recreation and Parks
and SFETC expires on January 31, 2016 and will probably be
renewed,
Whereas, Segways are large motorized scooters with platforms
on which riders stand while gripping handlebars,
Whereas, with a driver aboard, the height is approximately seven
feet, the weight 260 pounds with capability of a speed of 12
miles per hour,
8
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Committee Meetings
Bylaws: Chair Claire Zvanski • czvanski@hotmail.com
Gov’t & Elections: Thursday 5:30PM Jul 9 • Taraval Police Station • Chair Charles Head • charlesnhead@hotmail.com
Land Use & Housing: Monday 5:30PM Jul27 •Northern Police Station•Chair Hiroshi Fukuda•ninersam@aol.com •386-2212
Media Relations: Acting Chair Eileen Boken • aeboken@gmail.com
Open Space: Ongoing Meetings • Chair Nancy Wuerfel •nancenumber1@aol.com •731-6432;Co-chair R Albright•621-9621
Transportation: Monday 5:30PM Jul 27 * Northern Police Station * Chair Mari Eliza • mari@abazaar.com
Water Task Force: Chair Joan Girardot • csfnwatertaskforce@gmail.com • 346-5525
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

How to Reach Us: ExComm
President: George Wooding • mother_ed@bigeds.com • 695-1395
1st VP: Marlayne Morgan • marlayne26@gmail.com
2nd VP: Rose Hillson • gumby5@att.net
Recording Secretary: Charles Head • charlesnhead@hotmail.com
Corresponding Secretary: Glenn Rogers • alderlandscape@comcast.net
Treasurer: Greg Scott • lgscpa@icloud.com
Member-at-Large: Penny Clark • penelopeclark@yahoo.com
Member-at-Large: Barbara Graham • bgraham_sf@yahoo.com
Member-at-Large: Lorraine Lucas • wozopozo@pacbell.net
Parliamentarian: vacant

CORRECTIONS TO JUNE NEWSLETTER:
Delegate Nick Pasquariello (LHNA) sponsored and initiated
the resolution on the 33-Haight-18th bus line (p.6)
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NEIGHBORHOOD VIEWS is published monthly, the official voice of the Coalition for SF
Neighborhoods, Inc., a 501(c)4 organization.
To Submit Articles: Email articles by the 3rd (third) of the month to: Newsletter Editor (2nd
VP) in Microsoft Word-compatible document (i.e. no pdf’s) in-line or as attachment.
NOTE: Mac computer users: Turn your “Pages” document into Word compatible file by
doing the following: Go to FILE  EXPORT select “Word” from your choices, send the
converted file as attachment or in-line. Submissions preferably less than 750 words, 9.5pitch font.

Articles reflect the opinions of the submitter, not necessarily the opinion of the CSFN. We
invite material from member organizations as well as rebuttal to articles already printed.
We reserve the right to edit where necessary. Member organizations may receive two
copies of the newsletter without charge. Subscription: Members/$10, Nonmembers/$15.
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Coalition for SF Neighborhoods
P.O. Box 320098, San Francisco CA 94132

Address label here
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